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Background: Herpes zoster (HZ) typically manifests in the acute phase with distinct blisters and severe neuropathic pain. 
Remarkably, a subset of patients initially presents with only a mild skin rash and moderate pain that gradually intensifies, following 
a parabolic pattern. Despite being frequently observed in clinical settings, the underlying causes of this trajectory and its potential 
connection with post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN) remain unclear.
Methods: To investigate this phenomenon in-depth, we conducted a meticulous retrospective study involving 529 eligible HZ 
patients. All these patients sought medical care at the Third Central Hospital of Tianjin, China, between January 2020 and 
December 2023.
Results: The research identified that 14.6% of the sample (77 patients) experienced pain scores aligning with a parabolic curve. This 
trend was significantly more prevalent in patients aged 60 and above, accounting for 90.9% of this group, and demonstrated a positive 
correlation with age. Moreover, 87.0% of these patients had pre-existing medical conditions, highlighting the potential role of 
comorbidities in influencing the pain trajectory. A concerning 45.5% of patients sought medical attention more than seven days 
after the onset of symptoms, a delay that could exacerbate neurological damage. Notably, among those following a parabolic pain 
pattern, 66.2% eventually developed PHN, a considerably higher rate compared to the broader patient population.
Conclusion: We emphasize that healthcare practitioners meticulously assess patients who initially report lower pain scores for high- 
risk factors potentially leading to parabolic pain increases, including being over 60 years old, having comorbid conditions, and 
delaying medical consultation beyond seven days from symptom onset. Early implementation of supplementary pain management 
therapies may mitigate the risk of PHN development and enhance the quality of life for patients. This study furnishes clinicians with 
a deeper understanding of the variations in HZ-related pain trajectories, promising to improve treatment approaches and prognoses for 
HZ patients while paving the way for enriched clinical practice in the future.
Keywords: parabolic pain trajectory, herpes zoster, post-herpetic neuralgia, delayed-onset pain, adjunctive analgesics, early 
intervention strategies

Introduction
Herpes zoster (HZ), also known as shingles, arises from the varicella-zoster virus (VZV) reactivation, which lies dormant 
in the sensory ganglia following an initial chickenpox infection.1 Typically, it presents as a painful rash along specific 
dermatomes, accompanied by acute neuropathic pain.2,3 A significant complication arising from HZ is post-herpetic 
neuralgia (PHN), a persistent neuropathic pain condition lasting three months or more and, in some cases, years, 
significantly diminishing the patient’s quality of life.4

Recent advancements in vaccination against chickenpox have notably reduced the occurrence of VZV infections 
among adolescents, thus decreasing the risk of HZ development.5 However, an age-related increase in the incidence of 
both HZ and PHN has been observed, establishing a direct association between aging and these conditions.6,7 The causes 
behind this uptick are multifaceted, possibly involving reduced vaccine effectiveness over time, decreased cellular 
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immune function with age, and immune disruptions due to underlying health issues or the administration of immuno-
suppressive agents.8

The initial 30 days following rash onset is the acute phase of HZ. Many patients endure nonspecific prodromal 
symptoms such as itching, burning sensations, headaches, and systemic manifestations like fever and fatigue.9 These 
symptoms are swiftly followed by acute pain in the rash-affected area, characterized frequently as burning or stabbing 
and accompanied by other sensory disturbances such as altered tactile sensitivity and numbness.10

Interestingly, some patients demonstrate a distinct clinical pathway, presenting initially with only a rash or mild 
discomfort and no apparent severe pain symptoms.11 As time progresses, these individuals experience a surge in pain 
intensity, deviating from the conventional pain trajectory commonly seen in HZ patients. This delayed-onset pain is 
predominantly observed in middle-aged and elderly individuals and has been correlated positively with age. Moreover, 
this patient group is at a higher risk of developing PHN, underscoring a crucial pivot in our comprehension of HZ 
pathophysiology and its clinical management.

Given the profound impact of PHN as a persistent neural pain condition that significantly disrupts daily activities and 
emotional well-being, it is crucial to promptly identify acute-phase HZ patients exhibiting parabolic pain score patterns. 
By implementing proactive interventions for these individuals, we can reduce the risk of PHN development, thus 
mitigating the severity and duration of their suffering.

Materials and Methods
Study Population
We scrutinized the clinical and laboratory data of acute HZ patients to discern the percentage of individuals progressing 
to PHN and to evaluate the influence of HZ and PHN on pain experiences. The study encompassed patients who sought 
outpatient care at the Dermatology Department of Tianjin Third Central Hospital in China between January 2020 and 
December 2022.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in the study, individuals had to have a verified diagnosis of HZ, determined by a unilateral dermatomal rash with 
or without accompanying pain. In the case of atypical presentations, supplementary diagnostic approaches were employed, 
such as PCR analysis of VZV DNA in vesicular fluid and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of VZV-specific 
antibodies in serum. Patients who either passed away or could not be reached for follow-up were excluded from the study.

Data Collection
Qualifying participants were asked to complete a pain assessment survey at their first outpatient visit. Physicians were 
available to aid in this process, and comprehensive data, including contact details, medical histories, treatment logs, and 
laboratory test outcomes, were carefully documented. Follow-up sessions and further survey rounds were scheduled at 7, 
14, 21, 28, and 90 days post-rash onset. For those unable to attend in person, follow-ups were conducted over the phone.

Pain Assessment Tool
We employed the HZ Brief Pain Inventory (ZBPI) scale for pain assessment.6 This scale delineates pain into four grades: 
No pain (0), Mild pain (1–2), Moderate pain (3–6), and Severe pain (7–10). Beyond quantifying pain severity, the ZBPI 
scale analyzed the repercussions of pain on various aspects of patients’ daily life activities (ADL), encompassing areas 
like emotional well-being, mobility, work efficiency, interpersonal connections, sleep quality, and life interests, dispersed 
over seven items. An 11-point Likert scale facilitated the evaluation of each item, with 0 denoting no impact and 10 
signifying the highest possible influence.
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Underlying Diseases
The research considered the prevalence of underlying health conditions among participants, including but not restricted 
to diabetes, cancer, hypertension, cardiovascular ailments, gastrointestinal issues, renal disorders, liver complications, 
arthritis, and autoimmune diseases.

Statistical Analysis
This study will statistically analyze and examine the basic characteristics of the overall patient population, including 
gender, age (age distribution by segments), time to visit after onset, affected areas, underlying diseases, pain scores (in 
chronological order), and the prevalence of PHN (Post-herpetic Neuralgia). Using mathematical methods, the study will 
depict the pain score-time curve, identify patients with parabolic pain patterns, and compare them with the overall patient 
population to summarize their clinical characteristics. We utilized SPSS 29.0 software to construct a database for efficient 
data input, structuring, and statistical examination. Categorical data were represented as percentages (%) and analyzed 
using the chi-square test. Non-normally distributed continuous variables were depicted through medians (Q1, Q3), with 
group analyses being executed via the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (for two groups) and the Kruskal–Wallis H-test (for 
multiple groups). A two-tailed approach was adopted for all tests, setting the statistical significance threshold at α=0.05.

Results
Patient Characteristics
Sample Selection and Basic Features
Out of the 620 individuals who sought medical consultation, 91 were excluded — 85 due to loss to follow-up and 6 due 
to demise — resulting in a cohort of 529 patients for evaluation, encompassing 327 males and 202 females. The age 
distribution spanned from 15 to 93 years, with a median (IQR) of 62 years (48, 70). Noteworthily, a significant portion, 
58.8% (311/529), were aged 60 or above. The prevalence of individuals with one or more underlying health conditions 
was 51.8% (274/529). In the early aftermath of symptom emergence, 35.3% (187/529) procured medical assistance 
within a 3-day frame, contrasted by 30.8% (163/529) who delayed until after 7 days. Dissecting the affected domains 
disclosed that 37.7% (200/529) were in the chest and back, 19.5% (103/529) in the waist and abdomen, 16.3% (86/529) 
in the head and face, 13.6% (72/529) in the neck, shoulders, and upper limbs, and 12.9% (68/529) in the buttocks and 
lower limbs. Additionally, 28.2% (149/529) of the study subjects were diagnosed with PHN (Table 1).

Pain Features and Site Distribution
Within the confines of the study, 77 patients delineated a parabolic trajectory in pain intensity, translating to 14.6% (77/ 
529) of the total pool. This subset comprised 40 males and 37 females aged between 38 and 89, with a median age (IQR) 
of 71 years (62, 78). Strikingly, 90.9% (70/77) were 60 years or older, and a substantial fraction, 87.0% (67/77), reported 
having at least one underlying health ailment. Analyzing their medical care-seeking behavior revealed that 25.9% (20/77) 

Table 1 Classification Characteristics of Herpes Zoster Patients and Pain Score Information

Characteristics Total (%) >75 Years Old n (%) 60–74 Years Old n (%) <59 Years Old n (%) P value
n=529 n=85 n=226 n=218

Sex 0.302

Male 327 (61.8) 53 (62.3) 141 (62.4) 133 (61.0)

Female 202 (38.2) 32 (37.7) 85 (37.6) 85 (39.0)
Age [M (Q1, Q3)] 62 (48, 70) 78 (76, 84) 66 (63, 69) 44 (36, 52) <0.01

Underlying disease <0.01

None 255 (48.2) 12 (14.1) 84 (37.2) 159 (72.9)
One 132 (24.9) 24 (28.2) 72 (31.9) 36 (16.6)

Two 86 (16.3) 32 (37.6) 38 (16.8) 16 (7.3)

≥Three 56 (10.6) 17 (20.1) 32 (14.1) 7 (3.2)

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued). 

Characteristics Total (%) >75 Years Old n (%) 60–74 Years Old n (%) <59 Years Old n (%) P value
n=529 n=85 n=226 n=218

Days since onset <0.01
≤3 187 (35.3) 28 (32.9) 73 (32.3) 86 (39.4)

4–6 179 (33.8) 26 (30.6) 76 (33.6) 77 (35.3)

≥7 163 (30.8) 31 (36.5) 77 (34.1) 55 (25.2)
Site of skin lesions 0.317

Head and face 86 (16.3) 7 (8.2) 41 (18.1) 38 (17.4)

Neck, shoulders, and upper limbs 72 (13.6) 11 (12.9) 30 (13.3) 31 (14.2)
Chest and back 200 (37.7) 25 (29.4) 82 (36.3) 93 (42.7)

Abdomen and Lower Back 103 (19.5) 31 (36.5) 45 (19.9) 27 (12.4)

Buttocks and Lower Limbs 68 (12.9) 11 (13.0) 28 (12.4) 29 (13.3)
PHN (post-herpetic neuralgia) <0.01

No 380 (71.8) 29 (34.1) 145 (64.2) 206 (94.5)

Yes 149 (28.2) 56 (65.9) 81 (35.8) 12 (5.5)
Initial onset (Baseline)
No Pain (0) 28 (5.3) 10 (11.8) 13 (5.8) 5 (2.3)

Mild (1–2) 80 (15.1) 11 (12.9) 26 (11.6) 43 (19.7)
Moderate (3–6) 270 (51.1) 41 (48.2) 100 (44.2) 129 (59.2)

Severe (7–10) 151 (28.5) 23 (27.1) 87 (38.4) 41 (18.8)

Mean (95% CI) 4.9 (4.6, 5.3) 5.1 (4.5, 5.5) 5.4 (4.9, 5.9) 4.4 (3.9, 4.8)
M (Q1, Q3) 5 (3, 7) 5 (4, 7) 5 (4, 8) 4 (3, 6)

1 week after onset
No Pain (0) 37 (7.0) 3 (3.5) 22 (9.7) 12 (5.5)
Mild (1–2) 162 (30.6) 14 (16.5) 61 (27.0) 87 (39.9)

Moderate (3–6) 290 (54.8) 56 (65.9) 134 (59.3) 100 (45.9)

Severe (7–10) 40 (7.6) 12 (14.1) 9 (4.0) 19 (8.7)
Mean (95% CI) 3.5 (3.2, 3.7) 4.7 (4.1, 5.2) 3.8 (3.4, 4.2) 2.9 (2.6, 3.2)

M (Q1, Q3) 3 (2, 5) 4 (3, 6) 4 (2, 5) 3 (2, 4)

2 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 27 (5.1) 1 (1.2) 9 (4.0) 17 (7.8)

Mild (1–2) 277 (52.4) 13 (15.3) 101 (44.7) 163 (74.8)
Moderate (3–6) 197 (37.2) 57 (67.1) 104 (46.0) 36 (16.5)

Severe (7–10) 28 (5.3) 14 (16.5) 12 (5.3) 2 (0.9)

Mean (95% CI) 2.8 (2.6, 3.1) 4.8 (4.3, 5.3) 3.2 (2.8, 3.7) 1.7 (1.5, 2.0)
M (Q1, Q3) 2 (1, 5) 5 (4, 6) 3 (2, 5) 1 (1, 2)

3 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 217 (41.0) 7 (8.2) 69 (30.5) 141 (64.7)
Mild (1–2) 140 (26.5) 14 (16.5) 66 (29.2) 60 (27.5)

Moderate (3–6) 146 (27.6) 51 (60) 78 (34.5) 17 (7.8)

Severe (7–10) 26 (4.9) 13 (15.3) 13 (5.8) 0 (0)
Mean (95% CI) 2 (1.7, 2.4) 4.5 (3.9, 5.2) 2.5 (1.9, 3.1) 0.7 (0.4, 0.9)

M (Q1, Q3) 1 (0, 5) 5 (2, 6) 1 (0, 5) 0 (0, 1)

4 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 343 (64.8) 19 (22.4) 125 (55.3) 199 (91.3)

Mild (1–2) 22 (4.2) 3 (3.5) 12 (5.3) 7 (3.2)

Moderate (3–6) 145 (27.4) 56 (65.8) 77 (34.1) 12 (5.5)
Severe (7–10) 19 (3.6) 7 (8.3) 12 (5.3) 0 (0)

Mean (95% CI) 1.6 (1.3, 2.0) 4.2 (3.3, 5.0) 2.0 (1.4, 2.6) 0.3 (0.1, 0.5)

M (Q1, Q3) 0 (0, 4) 6 (1, 6) 0 (0, 5) 0 (0, 1)
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accessed medical assistance within the first three days post-symptom onset, while a larger section, 45.5% (35/77), 
postponed it beyond seven days. The PHN diagnosis was confirmed in 66.2% (51/77) of this group, a vast majority of 
whom, 94.1% (48/51), acknowledged at least one existing health concern. A trend of escalating patient proportion with 
parabolic pain was witnessed with age augmentation, detailed in different age brackets in Table 2.

Comparison of Patients with Parabolic Pain to the Overall Patient Population
Upon closer scrutiny, a statistically significant disparity (P<0.01) emerged when contrasting average age, the incidence of 
underlying health complications, the time-lapse to medical consultation post symptoms onset, and PHN occurrence 
between individuals with parabolic pain dynamics and the general patient populace. Older individuals, those harboring 
one or more underlying health disorders, and those demonstrating procrastination in seeking medical intervention post- 

Table 2 Classification Characteristics and Pain Score Profiles of Patients Exhibiting Parabolic Pain Changes

Characteristics Total (%) >75 Years Old n (%) 60–74 Years Old n (%) <59 Years Old n (%) P value
n=77 n=32 n=38 n=7

Proportion 77/529 (14.6) 32/85 (37.6) 38/226 (16.8) 7/218 (3.2)

Sex 0.157

Male 40 (51.9) 15 (46.9) 21 (55.3) 4 (57.1)
Female 37 (48.1) 17 (53.1) 17 (44.7) 3 (42.9)

Age [M (Q1, Q3)] 71 (62, 78) 83 (77, 85) 68 (66, 71) 56 (52, 57) <0.01

Underlying disease <0.01
None 10 (12.9) 3 (9.5) 6 (15.7) 1 (14.3)

One 14 (18.2) 7 (21.9) 6 (15.7) 1 (14.3)

Two 25 (32.5) 11 (34.4) 12 (31.4) 2 (28.6)
≥Three 28 (36.4) 11 (34.4) 14 (37.2) 3 (42.8)

Days since onset <0.01

≤3 20 (25.9) 7 (21.8) 11 (28.9) 2 (28.6)
4–6 22 (28.6) 10 (31.3) 9 (23.7) 3 (42.8)

≥7 35 (45.5) 15 (46.9) 18 (47.4) 2 (28.6)

PHN (post-herpetic neuralgia) <0.01
No 26 (33.8) 8 (25.0) 15 (39.5) 3 (42.9)

Yes 51 (66.2) 24 (75.0) 23 (60.5) 4 (57.1)

Initial onset (Baseline)
No Pain (0) 10 (13.0) 5 (15.6) 5 (13.2) 0 (0)

Mild (1–2) 3 (48.1) 7 (21.9) 24 (63.2) 6 (85.7)

Moderate (3–6) 30 (38.9) 20 (62.5) 9 (23.6) 1 (14.3)
Severe (7–10) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Mean (95% CI) 2.4 (1.8, 3.2) 3.0 (2.0, 4.1) 2.0 (1.5, 2.6) 2.1 (1.4, 3.1)
M (Q1, Q3) 2 (1, 3) 3 (1, 4) 2 (1, 2) 2 (1, 2)

1 week after onset
No Pain (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Mild (1–2) 16 (20.8) 10 (31.3) 6 (15.8) 0 (0)

Moderate (3–6) 58 (75.3) 22 (68.7) 32 (84.2) 4 (57.1)

Severe (7–10) 3 (3.9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (42.9)
Mean (95% CI) 4.0 (3.1, 4.9) 3.4 (2.5, 4.4) 4.2 (3.4, 4.9) 5.9 (4.4, 7.3)

M (Q1, Q3) 5 (3, 5) 3 (1, 5) 5 (3, 5) 6 (4, 7)

2 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Mild (1–2) 1 (1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (14.3)

Moderate (3–6) 64 (83.1) 27 (84.4) 32 (84.2) 5 (71.4)
Severe (7–10) 12 (15.6) 5 (15.6) 6 (15.8) 1 (14.3)

Mean (95% CI) 5.7 (5.0, 6.4) 5.5 (5.0, 6.2) 5.9 (5.2, 6.5) 5.6 (4.1, 6.7)

M (Q1, Q3) 6 (5, 6) 5 (5, 6) 6 (5, 6) 6 (5, 6)

(Continued)
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symptom emergence were correlated with an escalated probability of undergoing parabolic pain and a greater prevalence 
of PHN. Accentuated delineations of these distinctions were captured when the parabolic pain patient group was 
partitioned into age categories of ≥75, 60–74, and ≤59.

Assessment of Patients’ Pain Using the ZBPI Scale
Initial Pain Scores
Utilizing the ZBPI scale, the study investigated the primary pain ratings in 529 HZ patients. The entire group had 
a median (IQR) score of 5 (3, 7) and an average score with a 95% confidence interval of 4.9 (4.6, 5.3). When grouped by 
age, the initial pain scores for different age groups were as follows: 75 years and above group: Median initial pain score 
(IQR) was 5 (4, 7), with a mean (95% CI) of 5.1 (4.5, 5.5); 60–74 years’ group: Median initial pain score (IQR) was 5 
(4, 8), with a mean (95% CI) of 5.4 (4.9, 5.9); below 59 years’ group: Median initial pain score (IQR) was 4 (3, 6), with 
a mean (95% CI) of 4.4 (3.9, 4.8). For more detailed information regarding pain severity scores, please refer to Table 1.

Initial Pain Scores for Patients Exhibiting Parabolic Pain Patterns
If we describe the relationship mathematically, with the pain score of the patient as the y-axis and the duration of the 
illness as the x-axis, we find that the pain score-time curve remarkably aligns with a parabola. Therefore, we term it the 
parabolic pain pattern. Focusing on the 77 patients demonstrating parabolic pain patterns, their median (IQR) initial score 
was considerably lower at 2 (1, 3), and an average score with a 95% confidence interval was recorded at 2.4 (1.8, 3.2). 
When categorized by age, the initial pain scores for different age groups were as follows: 75 years and above group: 
Median initial pain score (IQR) was 3 (1, 4), with a mean (95% CI) of 3.0 (2.0, 4.1); 60–74 years’ group: Median initial 
pain score (IQR) was 2 (1, 2), with a mean (95% CI) of 2.0 (1.5, 2.6); below 59 years’ group: Median initial pain score 
(IQR) was 2 (1, 2), with a mean (95% CI) of 2.1 (1.4, 3.1). For more detailed information regarding pain severity scores, 
please refer to Table 2.

Overall Observation of Pain Trends in HZ Patients
The HZ patient group showed a diminishing trend in weekly pain scores. Nevertheless, the descent was more gradual for 
individuals aged 75 and above, while those below 59 years initiated with relatively subdued pain scores. The variations in 
these trends are graphically represented in Figure 1.

Table 2 (Continued). 

Characteristics Total (%) >75 Years Old n (%) 60–74 Years Old n (%) <59 Years Old n (%) P value
n=77 n=32 n=38 n=7

3 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 1 (1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (14.3)

Mild (1–2) 1 (1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (14.3)

Moderate (3–6) 62 (80.5) 25 (78.1) 32 (84.2) 5 (71.4)
Severe (7–10) 13 (16.9) 7 (21.9) 6 (15.8) 0 (0)

Mean (95% CI) 5.8 (5.3, 6.3) 6.2 (5.9, 6.6) 5.9 (5.4, 6.2) 3.3 (2.0, 4.4)

M (Q1, Q3) 6 (5, 6) 5 (5, 6) 6 (5, 6) 4 (2, 4)
4 weeks after onset
No Pain (0) 3 (3.9) 0 (0) 1 (2.6) 2 (28.6)

Mild (1–2) 2 (2.6) 0 (0) 2 (5.2) 0 (0)
Moderate (3–6) 70 (90.9) 25 (78.1) 35 (92.2) 5 (71.4)

Severe (7–10) 2 (2.6) 7 (21.9) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Mean (95% CI) 5.3 (4.8, 5.7) 6.2 (5.9, 6.6) 5.4 (5.1, 5.7) 2.7 (1.1, 3.9)
M (Q1, Q3) 6 (4, 6) 6 (5, 7) 5 (4, 6) 4 (0, 4)
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Pain Trends in Patients Exhibiting Parabolic Pain Patterns
Patients presenting parabolic pain trajectories illustrated a unique pattern marked by an initial surge in pain intensity 
followed by a consistent decline. This trend was especially noticeable in the sub-59 age group, witnessing a substantial 
pain elevation at the one-week mark before a swift descent. Conversely, those in the 75 and above bracket experienced 
a notable spike in pain at the fortnight mark, enduring a gradual mitigation in pain intensity. These trends are illustrated 
in Figure 2.

Comparison of Pain Scores in HZ Patients Exhibiting Parabolic Patterns and the Overall Patient Cohort
Comparative scrutiny of the HZ patients with parabolic pain patterns and the larger patient cohort unveiled substantial 
disparities in their pain scores, as showcased in Figure 3.

Discussion
PHN is a type of nerve pain, and recent studies have shown its strong association with the neuroimmune and peripheral 
immune systems and the inflammatory substances they produce.12 When the VZV virus becomes active again, it prompts 
an immune response that stirs up neuroimmune cells. These cells then release inflammation-causing agents and draw 
other immune cells to the nervous system. This action results in nerve inflammation, unprovoked pain, and increased 
sensitivity to pain. The interplay between different immune cells and imbalances in inflammation-causing and inflam-
mation-reducing agents leads to a continuous cycle, keeping the nerve inflammation alive and perpetuating the nerve 
pain.13–16

Clinical symptoms of PHN vary widely among individuals. Some patients might only show skin rashes without 
noticeable pain or mild discomfort.17 In certain instances, pain appears later and is marked by a curve-like shift in pain 
ratings. Our research indicated that of those patients who demonstrated this trend, nearly 91% (70 out of 77) were 60 
years old or older, with notable variations between different age categories. Among those aged 75 and above, 37.6% (32/ 
85) exhibited parabolic changes, compared to 16.8% (38/226) in the 60–74 age group and only 3.2% (7/218) in the under 
59 age group. Furthermore, 87.0% (67/77) of these patients had underlying health conditions. Individuals of older age 

Figure 1 In the overall population (Total), pain severity scores exhibit a weekly declining trend, with a slower decline observed in the 75 and above age group and slightly 
lower initial pain scores in the 59 and below age group.
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Figure 2 Among individuals displaying a parabolic change in pain scores (Total 1), pain severity scores exhibit a parabolic trend characterized by an initial increase followed 
by a decrease. In the 59 and below age group, there is a notable upward trend at 1 week, followed by a rapid decline, whereas the 75 and above age group shows 
a prominent upward trend at 2 weeks with evident delayed onset, followed by a gradual decrease.

Figure 3 Pain severity scores show significant differences when compared to the overall population.
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with concurrent comorbidities are more prone to this phenomenon. Several factors may contribute to this phenomenon: as 
individuals age, both the quantity and activity of immune cells decrease, and innate and adaptive immunity weaken, 
possibly delaying or attenuating neuroinflammatory immune responses and resulting in delayed pain.18,19 Underlying 
health conditions may similarly inhibit immune system activity, reducing immune cell activity. Certain painful underlying 
conditions may interfere with a patient’s perception and assessment of shingles-associated neuralgia. Additionally, age- 
related neurological decline may contribute to diminished pain perception.20–23 This study highlights that older age plays 
a decisive role in the duration of pain delay, whereas underlying health conditions are a significant factor among younger 
patients.

Our research also revealed a significantly elevated incidence of PHN (66.2%) among patients with pain scores 
exhibiting parabolic changes. There were differences in the proportions among different age groups, with higher 
proportions observed in older age groups. Among those aged 75 and above, 75.0% (24/32) developed PHN, while 
60.5% (23/38) did in the 60–74 age group and 57.1% (4/7) in the under 59 age group. Notably, a vast majority, 94.1% 
(48/51), of these individuals had pre-existing health conditions. A further contributing factor is the considerable fraction, 
45.5% (35/77), who pursued medical assistance only after a delay of over seven days post-symptom onset, potentially 
escalating the nerve damage sustained. Thus, it is deduced that older age and immunosuppression are key high-risk 
factors predisposing to PHN, further exacerbated by delayed medical intervention. This emphasizes a pertinent clinical 
inference: Early and proactive medical engagement can be critical in mitigating the risk of PHN, especially in older 
demographics with underlying health concerns.7,24

This phenomenon can be explained by two primary factors: First, the variability in viral activity. HZ arises from the 
VZV that can remain latent within the body for extended periods. Upon reactivation, the virus targets nerve cells, 
instigating neural inflammation and subsequent pain. Such reactivation could be instrumental in the observed parabolic 
pain trajectory. Second, the dynamic nature of immune responses. At the onset, the immune system might muster a robust 
defense, curbing the viral propagation and correlating with milder pain intensities. However, as the immune response 
attenuates over time, the virus may proliferate more aggressively within the nervous system, culminating in a pronounced 
spike in pain—thus delineating a parabolic pattern.

PHN is characterized by lingering neural discomfort even after HZ has resolved. Thus, a parabolic trend in acute- 
phase HZ pain scores could signal an escalated propensity for neuralgia and act as a precursor to PHN.

Motivated by this captivating phenomenon, our research endeavor entailed an exhaustive clinical examination 
encompassing data acquisition, rigorous statistical scrutiny, and novel methodologies. We endeavored to decode the 
enigmatic mechanisms underlying this deferred pain onset, amplify our proficiency in gauging HZ severity, recalibrate 
therapeutic blueprints, earmark individuals with heightened susceptibility to PHN, and pioneer avant-garde early 
intervention tactics. Through this investigation, we aspire to unveil nuanced insights into the multifaceted landscape of 
HZ, thereby transforming our clinical strategy to address this debilitating ailment and optimize patient prognoses.

Our research spanned from January 2020 to December 2022, coinciding with the enactment of COVID-19 contain-
ment protocols by the Chinese government. Extended home confinement, perturbed daily rhythms, augmented psycho-
logical duress, and possible immune perturbations might have influenced a heightened HZ incidence during this epoch. 
Out of apprehension over acquiring COVID-19 during medical consultations, numerous patients postponed clinical 
engagement, inadvertently amplifying the latency in PHN diagnosis and intervention. The nexus between these 
behavioral shifts, psychological ramifications, and the observed parabolic pain trajectories in patients beckons further 
scholarly exploration.

From the results of this investigation, it is evident that regardless of the absence or presence of only minor pain during 
the initial phase of the disease, preemptive use of adjunctive analgesics might be beneficial for high-risk patients prone to 
a parabolic pain trajectory. This includes individuals aged 60 or older, those with underlying health conditions, or those 
who delay medical intervention for more than a week. Such a proactive approach could potentially mitigate the risk of 
evolving into PHN, a sentiment echoed by prior studies focusing on elderly patients who experienced moderate to intense 
pain associated with shingles.25
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It is paramount to prioritize clinical monitoring and immediate intervention for these demographics. Patient education 
should also be emphasized, ensuring individuals can promptly identify early symptoms, such as skin eruptions, and seek 
medical advice even if pain is absent or minimal.

This study has several limitations that warrant consideration: 1) It is a single-center retrospective study conducted 
over a short time frame, which may introduce bias due to loss of follow-up and missing data for some patients. 2) All 
patients received standardized antiviral treatment. However, the lack of a placebo control group hinders evaluating its 
specific effect on pain duration. 3) The sample size is limited, highlighting the need for larger-scale studies in the future 
to enhance the robustness of the findings. 4) Intra-rater and inter-rater reliability were not assessed, and variations 
between raters and patients could potentially influence the results.

Conclusion
Our research offers significant insights into the etiology of PHN. The unique parabolic pain trend could be a pivotal 
signpost for potential PHN onset, underlining the urgency for timely therapeutic interventions even when the initial pain 
indications are subdued. The efficacy of early adjunctive analgesic protocols in curbing PHN incidence is further 
corroborated by existing literature. Clinical alertness, swift medical actions, and patient education remain paramount. 
Future investigations could gain from collaborative efforts across multiple research centers, embracing larger participant 
cohorts and adopting more objective pain evaluation metrics to reinforce these conclusions.
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